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Intro
If you’re up to developing a keyword research tool, you must already know a few things
on the subject. Yet, things change extremely fast in the search landscape. 



To enter the market with a competitive and valuable solution, closely following SEO
trends and emerging strategies isn’t enough. You should also monitor competitors’
functionality updates, know which of their features are well-liked by the SEO community,
and grasp which ones their tools may be missing.



The downside is that this whole process takes so much time, and in some cases, it’s
really difficult to tell what’s on the rise and what’s going to collapse. We know that
because we’ve been keeping a keen eye on the industry for this whole year to assist you
with your research. 



Here are some key points we’ve covered in this white paper: 

How to adjust your tool’s functionality for voice search optimization
What features become must-have following the BERT update
How to implement featured snippet optimization functionality
Why you need to blend keyword research with content optimization
How to give users better insights into potential traffic gains
Whether it’s possible to reflect search intent flawlessly
What gaps you can focus on when developing a new tool

Inside, you’ll also find functionality highlights of several well-known tools and new market
entrants, namely: Synup, AnswerThePublic, CognitiveSEO, Internet Marketing Ninjas,
WordLift, Ubersuggest, Content Harmony, MarketMuse, seoClarity.
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TRENDS OVERVIEW
When planning out how to drive customers to a website, keyword research is vital. Yet, it
has long gone beyond singling out specific keywords. SEO has become semantic since
Google has taken significant steps towards improving conversational search and
fetching better-fit results:

2013 Hummingbird update started considering the context and meaning

of the page
2015 RankBrain introduced an AI-infused ranking algorithm

Back then, keyword optimization best-practices have shifted from identifying key terms
and phrases and inserting them into the content. The focus moved towards building
semantically relevant content around a concept or topic appropriate for the search
intent. Even though semantic SEO and search-intent optimization trends are rather
lasting than new, their importance skyrocketed with the 2019 BERT update. 



Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, aka BERT, is a natural
language processing (NLP) model introduced into the Google search algorithm on
October 25, 2019, and rolled out internationally in over 70 languages on December 9,
2019. As of October 2020, BERT is applied to “almost every query in English,” according
to Google. 



Unlike the previous models that were relating a word to the word that immediately
precedes or follows it, BERT dives deeper into analyzing the relationship between words.
It aims to interpret the search’s intent better by figuring out what meaning the terms form
when paired together. Similarly, BERT is applied to scan web pages’ content and
evaluate whether its overall meaning fits the user query and underlying search intent.



In addition to that, BERT made Google much smarter in understanding conversational
queries and answering a plethora of questions correctly. The algorithm update, along
with the rise of mobile voice searches and the wide adoption of smart speakers, like
Alexa and Google Home, makes voice search optimization a vital part of many SEO
strategies. The SEO software market is adapting to the trends as well, crafting new
solutions for tackling fledging challenges.
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In September 2018, Synup launched
a free tool - Voice Readiness Test. 


About: marketing technology company 

founded in 2013

Featuring: Voice Readiness Test

Pricing: free

The tool analyses voice search
results for the chosen business name
from Google Places data and then
provides a voice readiness score for
this place. 


It’s worth noting that Synup is a local marketing platform. That’s why they designed this
tool to check standard voice queries with local intent about a business, such as open
hours, location, or phone number. The generated report and voice readiness score are
useful for understanding how accurately voice assistants provide business information.

Still, the Voice Readiness Test has minimal functionality. It could be a great voice SEO
tool if it delivered the same analysis for a domain or webpage and suggested relevant
voice queries to optimize for. Conveniently visualized keywords and keyword metrics
would bring more value to this solution from the user’s standpoint. Introducing an
enhanced version of the Voice Readiness Test could boost lead and revenue generation
for Synup if closing additional data behind a registration or payment wall.
Getting keyword data through our Google Ads API can cost, e.g., $750 for
10,000 real-time tasks with 700 keywords returned for each.
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An excellent example of how to implement keyword suggestions and visualization
functionality is AnswerThePublic. This tool stands in good stead when it comes to
discovering questions and long phrases.

About: keyword generation tool from  

digital marketing agency Propellernet

Featuring: AnswerThePublic

Pricing: free - $99/mo

Launched back at the beginning of
2015, this very visual keyword
generation tool from digital marketing
agency Propellernet is rapidly
becoming more and more popular.
The number of monthly website visits
has almost doubled from 590K in
December 2019 to 1M in May 2020.

The tool scrapes Google
suggestions around the entered
seed keyword and provides
suggested queries in the handy
form of keyword trees.


AnswerThePublic uncovers tons of
long-tail queries in the form of
questions, comparisons, queries
containing various prepositions,
and related searches and
alphabetically ordered variations.
The extensive lists with keyword
ideas the tool generates are
valuable for voice search
optimization. 

Still, downloading the list in CSV, then filtering it, and separately gathering keyword
metrics is very time-consuming. The tool lacks a built-in keyword evaluation dashboard
with necessary metrics, and the possibility to generate keywords for a particular URL.
Adding keyword metrics, advanced filtering options, and a possibility to fetch
keywords for a specific domain or web page using DataForSEO Labs API can
cost e.g., $1100 for 10,000 requests with 1000 keywords returned for each.
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AnswerThePublic also leaves out search intent, whereas a simple mentioning of the
intent alongside the keyword could add a new competitive advantage for it. The final
piece to make AnswerThePublic a comprehensive tool is a built-in content assistant. The
downside is that such a big part of functionality will take plenty of time and resources to
develop. However, as you will see in the following example, the pricing benchmark for
such a solution would be around 30% higher. 


CognitiveSEO is an excellent example of a tool that closes the gap with keyword metrics.
Moreover, it helps to grasp the search intent behind a particular query and brings
keyword research closer to content creation. 

About: SEO and content marketing
toolkit, founded in 2010

Featuring: Content Optimizer & 

Keyword Tool

Pricing: free - $129.99/mo - custom

On September 5, 2019, CognitiveSEO
announced the release of the improved
version of its Content Optimizer &
Keyword Tool. 


The tool is designed to discover and
analyze keywords and then jump straight
to creating and optimizing content
around them.

CognitiveSEO even renamed the tool from ‘Keyword Tool & Content Assistant’ to
‘Content Optimizer & Keyword Tool’ to highlight that its primary functionality and
purpose is building up content. Again illustrating this shift of focus, the ‘keyword
difficulty’ metric in the tool was split to ‘content difficulty’ and ‘links difficulty’.


Yet, the most exciting feature added is the search intent indicator. It does not just
automatically determine user intent behind the query (informational, navigational, or
transactional), but also provides suggestions on how to better optimize content for the
keyword or phrase with the given intent.
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Besides that, their semantic SEO-focused Content Assistant received a new feature that
shows related searches from Google relevant for the analyzed content. It helps SEOs to
learn what their audience might be additionally interested in, what supplementary
questions to answer, and what new topics to cover. 

Whereas Content Optimizer & Keyword Tool is a useful and competitive solution, there is
much room for improvement. 


When it comes to content optimization, the option to paste a URL and extract content
from it is not the best solution. The tool is missing out on providing a quality CMS
integration or plugin for optimizing content straight where it is usually created and
managed. At the same time, the possibility to explore keyword suggestions for a
particular URL, e.g., a blog post, would be a valuable upgrade. Besides that, the
‘Ranking Analysis’ tab sometimes does not fetch additional SERP features properly.
Fixing this with Advanced SERP API will cost, e.g., $300 for 100,000 

real-time requests.
Moreover, with functionality that assists with featured snippet optimization, the tool’s
pricing could be significantly increased.


For example, consider the cost of packages for the Featured Snippets+ Tool from
Internet Marketing Ninjas. They charge non-recurring fees that vary from $99 to $249 and
$399, depending on the specified number of reports per package (1, 3, and 6,
respectively). Each report allows analyzing up to 30 URLs. 
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There are only a handful of tools that assist with featured snippet optimization, but they
are highly valued because these solutions are enormous time-savers for SEOs. 


Businesses optimizing for voice search pay particular attention to featured snippet
opportunities. According to the SEMrush voice search study, voice assistants use top-3
organic results to respond in 80% of cases, while 70% of returned answers are from a
SERP feature, and 60% - a featured snippet result. 


Moreover, Google recently deduplicated links from featured snippets as regular results
making position zero position one. Following the update, even more SEO specialists
started incorporating featured snippet optimization into their strategies.

About: search marketing firm 

founded in 1999

Featuring: Featured Snippets+ Tool

Pricing: $99-$399

Internet Marketing Ninjas released the
tool for Google featured snippet
optimization in July 2018. In short,

it provides a list of the most valuable 

80 keyword phrases for the analyzed
domain or webpage, indicating which 

of these phrases return SERPs with 

a featured snippet, what type of snippet 

it is, and whether a competitor owns it.
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Besides that, Featured Snippets+ gathers data from "People Also Ask" and "Searches
Related To" for the analyzed pages presenting users with a list of additional keyword
phrases for enriching content.

Internet Marketing Ninjas also provide a possibility to save the pieces optimized for the
necessary keywords straight in their tool’s interface. However, users can only add
suggested key phrases to the text, save the text in the tool, and then use it to update
content from their CMS. 


If Internet Marketing Ninjas offered a writing assistant, optimizing content within the tool
would be much easier. Developing an add-on for Google Docs or a WordPress plugin
could be the next step for Featured Snippets+ Tool. The plugin could be provided for an
additional fee or as a part of already existing packages, thus increasing the cost of
monthly subscriptions. 


Some SEO software vendors leverage this perspective and provide content assistants
that can be used inside the native content creation environment. 


For example, SEMrush released an ‘SEO Writing Assistant’ extension in March 2018,
making it available both as a WordPress plugin and a Google Docs add-on. By now, the
plugin has over 10,000 active installations, and the add-on has over 44,000. SEO Writing
Assistant is only available as a component in the package for those who have a
subscription to the SEMrush toolkit ($99.95 - $399.95).
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Another case in point is the WordLift plugin for
WordPress. It’s a point solution for optimizing
content based on semantic SEO principles. 


About: company founded

in 2017 by InsideOut10

Featuring: WordPress plugin

Pricing: €59 - €249/mo

For many content specialists, such an option is
more convenient. In 2017, the company launched
its AI-powered CMS plugin that employs semantic
technologies for content optimization.

The creator of the tool, InsideOut10, has been working on its development since 2011. In
March 2017, WordLift partnered with WooRank and received €200,000 from them.
They already had more than 200
clients then, and up till now, this
number has grown to over 1000. In
2020, WordLift, along with its
partners, received funding from the
European Union for a new project
that will make the tool's Agentive
SEO technology available for any
Content Management System.


The semantic content optimization
plugin created by WordLift is using
natural language processing,
knowledge graph publishing, and
machine learning. Available both as
a WordPress plugin and a
JavaScript Library, WordLift
supports trained language models
for 32 languages. The tool performs
a full-text analysis and suggests
entities, links, media, and widgets
to enhance the content. It also
automatically adds schema.org
markup to the content.
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Leveraging NLP technology,
WordLift delivers software that
helps not only to create
meaningful content in line with
the user intent but also to build
content in a

conversational tone

to optimize for voice search. 



On the other hand, it entirely
focuses on action, meaning
optimization and creation of
content, but does not give any
actionable SEO data to ground
decisions on.

The tool's

suggested entities come without
any related metrics, making it
difficult for users to understand
their SEO value. 




Adding keyword metrics and 

a deep-dive SERP view would
give additional value to the tool’s
users and attract more
customers, thus increasing
revenue for the company.

Integrating keyword data through our Google Ads API will cost e.g., $750 for
10K real-time tasks with 700 keywords returned for each. Besides that,
providing a SERP overview for the suggested keywords will cost $300 for 100K
real-time requests to Advanced SERP API.

Another point that was overlooked by the tool creators is the search intent. The
capabilities of WordLift would make a great combination with the functionality of the
previously mentioned tool from CognitiveSEO. The price for such a comprehensive
solution could be around 70% higher than the current WordLift pricing.
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One more tool worth mentioning in the keyword research software landscape is
Ubersuggest. We’ll take a look at what makes this solution stand out and what it would
take to amplify its capabilities.

Ubersuggest is a quite comprehensive
SEO tool, and DataForSEO is proud to
be one of the data sources powering it.


About: founded in 2010, 

acquired by Neil Patel in 2017

Featuring: keyword research tool 

Pricing: $29/mo - $99/mo

Along with keyword research
functionality, Ubersuggest packages
include rank tracking, site audit,
competitive analysis, and backlinks. 

Similar to AnswerThePublic, Ubersuggest reveals keyword suggestions, questions,
related queries, search terms with prepositions, and queries in the form of comparisons.
Yet, its approach is different, because the tool provides keywords along with metrics in 

a single table. In addition to this, Ubersuggest assists with researching content ideas,
showing blog posts that contain the seed keyword.

What’s interesting about the tool, is that version 7.0 of Ubersuggest, released in
December 2019, introduced several notable features.

The first one is a
comparison graph
that shows the
percentage of
searches on mobile
and desktop for the
given keyphrase.
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Another highlight is a bar that reveals the percentage of searches that ended in clicks on
paid and organic results as well as the ones that ended in zero clicks, which is very
useful for potential traffic estimation. Alongside the clicks bar, there is one more that
shows the searchers’ age range to help SEOs better understand their target customer
persona.

A great supplement here would be a similar bar indicating search intent. As you could’ve
noticed on the first screenshot, the overview of Google results leaves out SERP features.
With DataForSEO, integrating the data that will include all SERP features will cost
the same as fetching just featured snippets, organic, and paid results. Considering
the scopes for Ubersuggest with over 50K users, checking SERP data in real-time
for each user on 50 keywords will cost $7,500 (for 2,5 million API requests).
One more step forward could be adding the possibility to perform keyword analysis
based on a URL and generate new long-tail phrases for it. On top of that, with a built-in
content assistant or custom WordPress plugin, Ubersuggest could become an ultimate
content optimization solution.
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Conclusion
Following the Google BERT update, content has gained even greater importance. In
addition to that, many SEOs are progressively incorporating voice search and search
intent optimization into their strategies. 


SEO software vendors are trying to keep pace with their customers' growing needs. 

Most importantly, SEO software is adopting functionality that blends keyword research
with content optimization. Besides that, the tools we have reviewed bring unique
cutting-edge features to the table:
Voice readiness score for a business listing
Long-tail keywords generation framed in great visuals
Search intent indicator for the given keyword
Suggestions from Google’s PAA and related searches
Featured snippet optimization dashboard
AI-powered content assistant available inside a CMS
Mobile and desktop searches comparison
Searcher’s age range and clicks distribution
When combined, all this could become a state-of-the-art solution to many, if not all,
issues that SEOs face today in terms of keyword research and content optimization. 


However, taking a look at each solution individually, we can see that the tendencies
outlined by existing market players leave many blank pages to be filled with new ideas.
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FURTHER CHALLENGES
While traditional keyword research helps to understand what the searcher (aka potential
customer) is looking for, and what variations and combinations of words they are using, it
doesn’t reveal the full picture. Of course, there is search volume, CPC, keyword difficulty,
SERP features, and other data that allows evaluating opportunities to connect with a
customer. 


However, to figure out how SEOs and content marketers can utilize keywords efficiently,
they need a solid understanding of why the searchers are using specific queries to look
for particular information or products. In other words, behind every query, there’s intent. 


Unscrambling search intent has become a much easier task for Google after it enhanced
its algorithm with the BERT update. This means that the search engine will further learn
and improve at correlating the intent and meaning of a query with the type of content
that should be surfaced in the results. That’s why intent optimization gained a new wave
of popularity.


There are many classifications of search intent, but the most common one discerns three
types: informational, navigational, transactional. However, two more types of intent are
often added to the list: commercial investigation and local intent.

Informational intent
Searcher’s goal: find out
an answer or learn more
about a topic

is a rabbit a rodent

awareness

Content: informative blog posts

Commercial investigation
Searcher’s goal: self-educate
about a product
Content: review, buyer guide

Transactional intent
Searcher’s goal: make a
purchase
Content: product page

rabbit as a pet

consideration

domestic rabbits for sale

purchase

harringtons pet food

Navigational intent
Searcher’s goal: go to a specific
website
Content: landing page, homepage
rabbit toys near me

Local intent
Searcher’s goal: find a specific
place to visit or buy from
Content: local landing page, GMB profile
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In the overall marketing scenario, types of intent correspond to stages of the marketing
funnel. It is essential to use keywords with appropriate intent in content created for
different funnel stages. Gaining visibility for the applied terms is equally important to
keep the marketing funnel spinning and prevent leads from slipping out. 


Still, for SEOs and content marketers, intent optimization presents more challenges than
solutions. The major hitch is - how to accurately identify search intent behind each
keyword?


One of the approaches is simply looking at the query language, in particular, semantics
and syntax. A 2018 study by Performics and Northwestern University explored how the
language of a search query aligns with buyer journey stages. Based on actual
click-through rate (CTR) data, they found that more abstract queries indicate an abstract
mindset, which means the searcher is early in their buyer journey. At the same time, the
more concrete the language becomes, the shorter the distance to purchase.

Abstract

“What is the best stain remover for red wine?”

Concrete

GOAL

“Where can I buy tide to go pens?”

Psychological Distance
Small

(Temporal, spacial, social...)

Large

Low

Constructural Level

High

Concrete, complicated, unstructured, not integrated,

contextual, secondary, superficial, low, unrelated to

goals, corresponds to “how” questions

Abstract, simple, structured, integrated, out of context,

primary, neutral, related to high goals, corresponds to

“why” questions
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There are many publicly shared lists of various keyword modifiers grouped by intent,
such as “best” for commercial investigation and “buy” for transactional intent. Such lists
can be used for filtering keywords by modifiers of a particular intent. Then, SEOs can
create keyword clusters by intent, and map keywords to the buyer journey stages. 


Yet, besides requiring plenty of manual effort and thus giving limited opportunities to
apply this method at scale, it has other critical flaws. 


First off, it does not provide for accurate intent identification of short queries. Keywords
without intent modifiers aren’t necessarily related to informational intent. For example, a
person who types in “food processor” may be looking to purchase one, not to research
the best products or general information about it. 


Second off, there are queries that blend multiple types of intent. If we take “amazon
laptop deals” as another example, we can see that it contains the name of a website and
the word “deals”, so the intent can be classified as both navigational and commercial.


Point is, SEOs need to know all types of intent that can be associated with a given
keyword to make sure it will work in their favor. 


Besides all that, another challenge when interpreting intent is its changing nature.
Unfortunately, the dynamic shifts of intent cannot be perceived if considering only the
language. 


Search intent is about searchers, their behavior, environmental and social contexts. In
particular, the season when the search is made, time and location, sports season,
ongoing public events, unexpected developments, and many other factors may spur
intent changes. A search for “christmas tree” from Wisconsin in May is more likely to
have informational or commercial intent, while chances that intent is transactional are
much greater closer to Christmas time.  


As things stand now, it is possible to detect intent variations based on SERP layout
changes. For example, ads tend to appear for queries with transactional intent. So if you
track SEPR for a “christmas tree” query and see mostly organic results and images
appearing, but then suddenly see an increase in ads, that’s a clear sign Google started
interpreting the query intent as transactional.
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Search intent markers

Informational 
Modifiers

SERP features

What

Guide

Featured snippet

Videos

Who

Tutorial

PAA

Top stories

How

Why

Knowledge graph

Images

Navigational 
Modifiers
Brand name

Service name

Product name

SERP features
Knowledge graph

Twitter box

Site links

PAA

Commercial 
Modifiers

SERP features

Compare

Review

Ads

Images

Best

Characteristics
(size, color)

Featured snippet

Videos

Shopping ads

PAA

Vs

Transactional 
Modifiers

SERP features

Buy

Delivery

Shopping ads

Ads

Deals

Sale

Images

Local pack

Price

Discount

Local
Modifiers
ear me

SERP features

N

Ads

PAA

In... (name of the city or region)

Local pack

Site links

Hotel pack

Shopping ads pack

In fact, a sound understanding of how Google interprets the intent of a query and what
SERP features it surfaces is requisite for SEOs and content marketers to accurately
estimate result’s visibility and chances for customer engagement. 


Accordingly, keyword research tools need to reflect the full spectrum of intents a query may
have from a linguistic perspective, and provide Google results’ perspective on query intent.
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EXISTING APPROACHES
As we have previously mentioned, one of the approaches to assign intent to particular
keywords is manual. However, it does not necessarily mean working in a spreadsheet.
Many SEO tools provide keyword tagging options, which is also a way to create keyword
clusters by intent. Nonetheless, relying only on intent modifiers, it’s impossible to capture
intent seasonality and paint out an accurate picture of Google’s interpretation of intent. 


For a broader context, SEOs can use tools that track SERP features for particular
keywords, such as the Digital ecosystem tracking tool from Pi Datametrics. But again,
they will need to track multiple SERPs, and constantly update their keyword lists with
new findings. 


One of the automation solutions that qualify for a more accurate understanding of intent
is the Content Optimizer & Keyword Tool by CognitiveSEO. It shows the current
location-specific SERP layout for the query, while also indicating its search intent.
However, using this tool for intent identification will make sense only for manual checks
of individual keywords. 


So, the question remains, how to increase accuracy and scale intent identification while
reducing human input? There are not many SEO tools that automatically display intent
for the given keyword, let alone provide both linguistic and Google’s perspectives to
ensure it’s interpreted correctly. Besides that, some software vendors approach intent
identification from their own standpoint.

Pricing: $99 - $299/mo, custom

Launched in 2020, Content Harmony was
developed by a content marketing agency. They
offer a different classification of search intent,
more from an SEO’s perspective. 


Research intent

Video intent

Answer intent

Fresh/news intent

Transactional intent

Branded intent

Local intent

Split intent

Visual intent
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This classification has been built according to the types of content Google dishes out in
the results, and accordingly, the types of content SEOs and content marketers need to
create to fit in.  


Depending on the dominating SERP features, Content Harmony scores each type of
intent for the entered query on a scale from 0 to 3. In this way, the software provides
valuable insights into the way Google SERPs adapt to searchers' intentions.

However, Content Harmony is not a keyword research tool. The software aims at
facilitating the content creation process, starting from a keyword. Users are supposed to
enter the focus keywords into the software, and based on that input, get a detailed report
and ready-made content brief. Accordingly, the main drawback is no possibility to map
intent for an extensive keyword list.

Pricing: $79 - $1,499/mo

Another solution for intent determination is
being developed by yet another content
marketing platform. In February 2020,
MarketMuse announced that it is building
an intent classifier with machine learning
and NLP, training their model on a dataset
of several thousand queries.

They suggest the following intent classification:
Comparison
Local

Informational
Transactional
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MarketMuse shared that their approach is based on the analysis of keyword phrases,
which, as we already know, refers to merely linguistic perspective, leaving out Google’s
take on intent. However, they also plan to track intent changes over long periods of time.
Either way, MarketMuse’s solution has not been implemented yet. Based on the
preceding example, we may make an educated guess that it won’t suit large-scale
keyword research, since the software is focusing on content creation and strategy. 

Pricing: Pricing: from $750/mo

The most scalable approach is offered in
seoClarity’s functionality. They categorize
four types of intent: informational,
navigational, local, and transactional.

seoClarity highlights all types of intent that the keyword fits for, so it can distinguish
blended intent. The fraction is established based on the analysis of the query language,
features displayed in the SERP, and type of content from the surfaced organic results. 


AI-driven intent recognition is incorporated across a range of tools available within the
platform. For example, Research Grid shows what type of intent is associated with the
entered keyword in percentage.

Topic Explorer provides a list of keywords related to the target term highlighting their
intent. The results can be filtered by intent types.
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Besides that, seoClarity added keyword intent insights to their content assistant (Content
Fusion), and this feature helps optimizing content for the selected target intent. The
platform also provides intent for competitor pages and the pages of the tracked website.


Overall, seoClarity automates and streamlines intent recognition for large keyword lists and
facilitates intent optimization at different stages of the process. The main stumbling block
for many SEOs may be the amount at which their subscription plans start, as the platform
is tailored to enterprise customers. 


As you can see, a quality tool for discovering keyword intent is a rare find in the existing
market landscape. While there are several solutions that automatically highlight keyword
intent, none of them offers both scalability and affordability. This leaves SEOs to choose
between paying a high price or devoting a fair share of time to deal with intent identification
manually. The new generation of keyword research tools could balance this out. 
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OPPORTUNITIES

FOR INNOVATION
From the background check on the issues hampering accurate intent identification, we
have found two main methods that can help resolve them:
Linguistic keyword analysis accounting primarily for the query semantics,
syntax, and presence or absence of intent modifiers
Analysis of the related SERP environment accounting primarily for SERP
features that tend to appear for queries of a particular intent.
However, to ensure accuracy, it’s vital to apply these methods in the blend. Our review of
existing tools has shown that none combines accuracy with the possibility to conduct
keyword research at scale and under budget. Given this, we’ll primarily focus on the cost
aspect in the outline of several points the market is missing.

Starting point
At square one, you could devise an affordable solution that would provide keyword ideas
grouped by intent or suggest keywords based on the user-defined seed term and type of
intent. 


To create an accurate intent recognition tool, you don’t necessarily need complex and
expensive AI algorithms. It’s possible to implement such a solution combining keyword
info and SERP data. 


For example, you can incorporate all essential keyword data, including seasonal search
volume trends, with three powerful keyword research algorithms offered in DataForSEO
Labs API. On top of this API, you can group suggested terms by intent modifiers.
However, we plan to add keyword grouping by intent shortly to make things even easier
for you. 


Next, you’d need SERP API to display the current results layout data. Alternatively or
additionally, you could also correlate particular SERP features found in the results with
the appropriate type of intent. In this way, your tool could also reflect blended intent for
suggested terms.
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Besides that, you could indicate the current website’s position for the discovered
keyword ideas to give users of your software the advantage of taking easy shots.
Implementing a separate view for SERP visibility estimation will be another useful
feature.
To find out how to ensure accurate forecasting, we suggest checking our white
paper on rank tracking solutions
The approximate recurring cost of data for such a keyword research tool would be:
$110 for 1K requests to DataForSEO Labs API returning 1K keyword
suggestions each, which will give you 1M keywords in total.
$3000 for 1M real-time requests to SERP API
These amounts will be enough to provide 10K keyword suggestions with their SERPs
overview for 100 users monthly.

Additional component

You could also enhance the functionality of this solution by adding suggested target
locations. For instance, when a user enters a seed keyword and selects Wisconsin as a
target location, your tool could automatically check keyword popularity across all states,
e.g. for the past 30 days, and visualize the trend on a map. 


Those states where the interest in the seed keyword is greater than in the user’s target
location could be highlighted. The possibility of increasing the number of target locations
can be locked behind a paywall. Besides helping SEOs uncover new market
opportunities, this feature will help you generate higher revenue.  


This feature can be built on top of DataForSEO Google Trends API, which supplies not
only keyword popularity trends, but also popular topics and queries related to the target
term. Checking the interest rates for 100K keywords will cost $900. 

Further steps

In a longer perspective, you could transform this solution into a well-rounded keyword
research and content optimization platform. To do so, you would need to develop a
built-in content writing assistant or custom CMS plugin, and add integration with content
marketing platforms. 
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This would allow SEOs to better align their work with content marketers. In particular,
they could seamlessly map intent-based keyword clusters and content optimized for
particular types of intent to the appropriate funnel stages. This would facilitate the
process of monitoring search performance and progress in traffic acquisition across the
funnel for both SEO and content teams. 


Sure enough, such a complex solution requires more investment and time for
development, but at the same time, it will allow you to establish a higher pricing
benchmark.

Final thoughts
SEOs need to bear in mind searcher's intent when picking keywords and optimizing
content to make sure their efforts will bear fruit. Likewise, you need to think about the
end-users of your keyword research software when developing one. 


We suggest focusing on the customer segment which requires more than a spreadsheet
to work with, yet unlikely to pay for an enterprise platform. The current market offering
basically limits SEOs to those options. However, from a vendor’s standpoint, you could
use this limitation to your advantage and offer a solution that fits right within the gap.
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About DataForSEO
DataForSEO is the leading provider of SEO data for the marketing
technology industry. With an API-led approach to data delivery,
DataForSEO is enabling hundreds of software businesses to enhance
their products with reliable, accurate, and fresh data. For more
information, please visit our website.


